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admonish Admonish or counsel in terms of someone s behavior.
He admonished the child for his bad behavior.

beware Be on one’s guard; be cautious or wary about; be alert to.
We should beware the incompetence of legislators.

carefulness The quality of being careful and painstaking.
I admired the carefulness of his work.

caution The trait of being cautious; being attentive to possible danger.
He exercised caution in opening the door.

cautious People who are fearful and cautious.
Reserved and cautious never making swift decisions.

caveat
A formal notice filed with a court or officer to suspend a proceeding until
filer is given a hearing.
A caveat filed against the probate of a will.

censorious Severely critical of others.
Was censorious of petty failings.

censure The state of being excommunicated.
Shareholders censured the bank for its extravagance.

circumspection
The trait of being circumspect and prudent.
Circumspection is required in the day to day exercise of administrative
powers.

danger A dangerous place.
His life was in danger.

discreet Heedful of potential consequences.
A discreet investor.

expostulate Express strong disapproval or disagreement.
He found Fox expostulating with a young man.

expostulation The act of expressing earnest opposition or protest.
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forewarn
Warn in advance or beforehand; give an early warning.
I forewarned him of the trouble that would arise if he showed up at his
ex wife s house.

gingerly In a gingerly manner.
The issue was handled only in a gingerly way.

harangue Deliver a harangue to address forcefully.
They were subjected to a ten minute harangue by two border guards.

hazard The pocketing of the object ball.
We can form no calculation concerning the laws of hazard.

incrimination An accusation that you are responsible for some lapse or misdeed.
His incrimination was based on my testimony.

message Send a message.
She messaged the committee.

modesty Formality and propriety of manner.
The modesty of his political aspirations.

prudence Discretion in practical affairs.
We need to exercise prudence in such important matters.

rebuke
Express sharp disapproval or criticism of (someone) because of their
behaviour or actions.
He had to take the rebuke with a smile on his face.

repeatedly Over and over again; constantly.
They have been warned repeatedly with no effect.

reproach
In the Roman Catholic Church a set of antiphons and responses for Good
Friday representing the reproaches of Christ to his people.
A farrago of warnings and pained reproaches.

reproof Censure severely or angrily.
She welcomed him with a mild reproof for leaving her alone.

scolding Rebuking a person harshly.
She d get a scolding from Victoria.

sternly
In a serious and severe manner, especially when asserting authority or
exercising discipline.
A fight had ensued which sternly tested my peace making skills.

thoughtful Taking heed giving close and thoughtful attention.
A deeply thoughtful essay.

warning Advance notice of something.
A word of warning don t park illegally.
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wary Marked by keen caution and watchful prudence.
A wary glance at the black clouds.


